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COVER
Chaminade Tower, built in
1921, has been completely
renovated. The building's
modernized offices are designed to
provide up-to-date facilities for
admissions offices and several
academic departments. ■

The old ivory tower image of the university
suggested that the university was a self-contained
enclave, separated from the world, run by a faculty
who know best what knowledge to convey. Today,
with a changing world, that "monastic" picture of
the university is gone, at least at St. Mary's. We
find ourselves intensely involved in the world off
campus.
From study-abroad programs in England, Mexico and Austria, to
exchange programs with Notre Dame, the University of Dayton and
Chaminade University, to semesters or summers in Washington, D.C., or
at the University of Indiana, to internships literally around the world, we
are involved in education that takes our students and faculty away from St.
Mary's for a wide variety of academic and work experiences. Locally, a
large number of students, faculty and staff are involved in volunteer
projects in the larger community. Tutoring through the education
department, service projects through fraternities and sororities, helping the
homeless through the Campus Ministry, aiding refugees through the law
school's clinical programs are just a sampling of St. Mary's involvements.
The university finds itself in ongoing dialogue with alumni, business,
civic, religious and educational leaders to discern the kind of world our
students will enter. And then we shape our academic and campus programs
to respond to those diverse and complex needs.
Our tradition at St. Mary's equips us well to be this sort of servant
leader in today's world, to stay one step ahead of the times, so that our
students will be ready for what is still on the horizon, to stay rooted in the
Catholic liberal arts tradition that provides the foundation of values that
guides changes toward a more human future. ■
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ABOUT THIS ISSUE

It's spring again, and as we remember the miserable winter our northern friends
have suffered, we're hoping that the sun is shining on them at last, as it is on us.
But is the sun yet shining on our African American brothers and sisters? Our
Professor Elijah Akhahenda, a student of the media, thinks otherwise. Dare we
hope that race relations are improving in our uncertain '90s? What do you think?
Perhaps also, art in our society is not getting its fair share of attention,
appreciation and education. Sharon McMahon, artist and faculty member, firmly
reveals her feelings on the subject on page 5. Do you agree?
In our Faculty Essay section, a new feature we hope to expand, management
expert Richard Menger deals with the effect NAFTA may have on both U.S. and
Mexican business.
In a troubled world it's good to draw comfort from a priest's quiet contemplation
(spiced with humor) of his work as leader of the Campus Ministry team; and
alongside the Rev. Doersching's warm article, it's good to get a peek at this
"reluctant priest's" loving, impish personality through the eyes of alumna Julie
Rohmer (B.A. '92). The articles run from page 12 through 17.
Yes, it's spring again, dreamy season of renewal and hope. And one of my hopes
is that among our more than 23,000 alums around the country (and the globe),
there just might be one or two who enjoy writing letters to editors and telling them
what they think- good, bad or indifferent. Is my hope a cry in the wilderness?
We'll see, and we'll keep on hoping. That's why God created spring, right?
-Sylvia McLaren, editor
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by Elijah Akhahenda, Ph.D., Associate Professor,
Department of English and Communication Studies
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Looting by All Races

The sudden ubiquity of
African Americans on national
television, however, defied what
many residents of Los Angeles
seemed to be saying: that the
reaction to the first Rodney King
verdict was not so much an
explosion of black rage as a
multiracial catharsis of the
forgotten poor. The state attorney
general emphasized that looting
and burning were committed by all
races. A Korean lawyer said
Hispanics, Koreans, Anglos and
African Americans all took part.
Even in San Francisco, the mayor
said looting in that city was not
started by minorities, nor was most
of it committed by them.
Yet networks continued to flash
images of African Americans on
the rampage into millions of
homes in this country and via
satellite to Europe, Asia and
Africa. Only belatedly did public
television's "MacNeil-Lehrer News
Hour" focus on rioting in
predominantly Hispanic and
Korean communities.

Stereotyping Blaclu

Why did the media become so
fixated on the contribution of
African Americans to the rioting?
Simply because the event provided
a tailor-made stereotype for the
mainstream press. One black
youngster from Central L.A.
summed it up: "Every time
something bad happens here, the
media are there. But every time
something good happens they are
not interested."
In a separate interview, a young
black man responded: "The only
time black folk get attention is
when they riot." He paused for a
moment and asked, "Isn't that
what happened in the '60s?"
The young man was referring to
the way the media covered the
Watts riots, the Detroit violence,
the looting in Washington, D.C.,
and the disturbances in Chicago.
Until that time, anyone who
wanted to read about African
Americans had to turn to the
black press, whose circulation was
anything but spectacular. So,
images of blacks that made it into

"The
mainstream
press finds
the bacl< yard
much more
fascinating
than the front
yard."
the mainstream press and
ultimately into the consciousness
of most Americans, were not
images of hard-working, law
abiding citizens, but images of
dangerous criminals.

Athletes and
Entertainers

Sadly, the majority press has
not yet turned off that negative
spotlight on African Americans.
When blacks do something
negative, they attract immediate
media attention, but when they do
something positive, the media are
not nearly as fascinated. There are
exceptions, of course, such as
coverage of black athletes and
programs of black entertainers.
These exceptions notwithstanding,
numerous studies in this country
have documented that the
mainstream press covers African
Americans inadequately and
unfavorably. This too, was what I
found in one case study.
Several years ago while director
of the print journalism program at
Southern University, I conducted
a study of the New Orleans media
to determine how the majority
media portrayed blacks. Based on
a content analysis of two years'
editions of The Times Picayune, I
confirmed what other students of
the press have been saying for
years: The mainstream press covers
the African American condition
inadequately and negatively.

Negative Treatment

Stories that made the front
page and received prominent play
included a black family roaming
New Orleans in search of food,
blacks dealing drugs near a housing
project, and a photograph of a
black woman eating dirt. There
were many more negative items.
Stories about successful blacks
received prominent news play only
when there was also something
negative about them. For
example, a story about Ron Brown
rising to the top of the Democratic
Party as its first black national
chairman received less prominence
than a story about red wolves
making a family. Also, a story
about 12 African Americans
honored by Morehouse College as
positive role models was printed
on page six, but a photograph of a
black man hosing himself to keep
cool because he couldn't afford a
bus fare to a public swimming pool
occupied more than 20 percent of
the space on page one.
A critic might say, "But the
American press is always negative,
anyway!" That may be true, but
my investigation revealed that
negative portrayal of white
subjects received less prominence
in the paper than negative
stereotypes about blacks.
Examples: The sentencing of
(white) Lyndon LaRouche to 15
years in prison was not considered
a front-page story. Nor was a story
about a white serial murderer or
the killing of 29 children in a
white man's rampage in Stockton,
Calif. Conclusion: Anyone reading
The Times Picayune that year
would be led to believe that unless
African Americans are popular
athletes or entertainers, they are
mostly dangerous criminals or
members of a perpetual underclass.
True, my study involved only
one paper in one (southern) city
- New Orleans. But there is no
evidence to suggest that this city's
leading newspaper was much
different from most metropolitan
newspapers throughout the nation.
Continued on next page.
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Media� Influence

Based on what we know about
the social construction of reality,
we know that racial stereotypes in
the media have enormous
influence on the national
consciousness and feelings about
racial integration. Mass media
have bee� described as society's
consciousness industry. This is
because how America sees itself,
discovers itself and may love or
hate itself is influenced by images
portrayed in our media, and this
influence ranges from fundamental
political decisions of whom to vote
for to the way we perceive our
neighbor.
Also, the media have been
described as a window through
which we see the world. But our
view of the world depends on how
the window is positioned. If the
window faces the front yard, we
conclude that the world is made
up of front-yard impressions. If the
window faces the back yard, we
perceive reality based on backyard
impressions.
Evidently, when it comes to
covering black America, the
majority press finds the back yard
much more fascinating than the
front yard. And by constantly
giving the American public a
backyard view of black America,
patrons of the mainstream media
are likely to develop a negative
and distorted view of African
Americans. As the government
Kerner Commission warned 30
years ago, "If what the white
American reads in the newspaper
or sees on television conditions his
(or her) expectation of what is
ordinary and normal in the larger
society, he (or she) will neither
understand nor accept the black
American."
In its investigation of the media
coverage of the 1965 Watts riots,
the commission found an
unbalanced tendency to define the
events as black-white
confrontations, especially on
television. This imbalance, they
said, invited over-response by the
white community and resentment
by the black community. The
commission concluded that
although what the media reported
may have been true, the message

4

A government
commission
said that
the news
media have
contributed
to the blacl<•
white schism
in this
country.
received was was 99 percent false.
"Showing the most dramatic
aspect of the unusual can distort
the message as much as false
statements," the report said.

Media Pessimism

After the verdict in the
Reginald Denney beating, most
media experts lamented the fact
that race relations in this country
have not improved, and that the
verdict gave little promise for
improvement. That pessimistic
outlook was echoed here in San
Antonio at the 4 7th Annual
Conference of Radio-Television
News Directors in 1992. The
meeting decided, according to the
San Antonio Express News
(Sept.25), that media coverage of
minorities was still "scant,
misleading and stereotypical."
Conferee Mercedes de Uriarte,
associate professor at the
University of Texas School of
Journalism, saw the absence of
context as the greatest failure of
both the electronic and print
media.
Alas, that, too, was what the
Kerner Commission concluded 30
years ago, saying: "By failing to
portray the Negro as a matter of
routine and in the context of the
total society, the news media have,
we believe, contributed to the
black-white schism in this
country."

And now it appears that by
their coverage of the L.A. riots,
the media may have created
another schism - the black
Korean divide. That certainly was
the view of Elaine Kim, professor
of Asian studies at the University
of California at Berkeley, asserting
at the news directors' conference
that the U.S. news media "played
a role in the Korean-black conflict
in Los Angeles by choosing the
footage that was shown."
The negative portrayal may or
may not be intentional.
According to several African
Americans on The Times
Picayune staff, the newspaper did
not conspire to portray blacks
negatively..."lt just happened that
way," they said.
Regardless of the intent, the
effects are the same. Perpetuation
of racial stereotypes hurts
everyone. As the late respected
black publisher Robert Maynard
observed, "As much as I might be
concerned about the effects on
blacks of segregation and bigotry
in the news media, I am even more
concerned about its effects on the
whole of our society."■
Dr. Akhahenda,a
native ol Kenya,
joined the faculty in
1990 from Southern
University,New
Orleans. He has B.A.
and M.A. degrees in
communications
from Wheaton College,Ill.,and a Ph.D. from
Southern Illinois University,Carbondale,Ill.
His work at St. Mary's includes serving as
director ol the Graduate Communication
Studies Program.

FOCUS

Art has always
given tangible farm
to the imagination
and emotion of
human beings. It is
through an artist's
perception that
fellow human beings
are encouraged to
consider and
contemplate the
nature of being.

Can you imagine the
evening television
sportscast replaced by an
"artcast"; or Monday
night football being
upstaged by a survey of
current art museum
blockbusters or a symphony
concert?
It challenges the imagination to
envision lines of eager people
willing to pay the price of a ticket
to a Spurs game in order to view
art or listen to a symphonic
performance.

Naisbltt's "Megatrends"

Yet incredible as it may seem,
John Naisbitt (who wrote
"Megatrends 1980") and Patricia
Aburdenne, both authors with
foresight, predicted that in
preparation for the year 2000 and
the third millennium, the '90s
would bring a renaissance in the

arts and that audiences
for the visual arts alone
would exceed that of
sports.
Could this expected
audience for the arts be
so well informed and
involved that they would hiss, boo
and cheer with the same zeal as
sports fans?
True, civilizations such as the
Grecian age of Pericles and the
Italian Renaissance responded to
art with exuberance. But could it
happen in our time? While this
century has produced its share of
artists, musicians, poets and
writers, none has received the
fanfare that greets well-known
quarterbacks.
In "Megatrends 2000," Naisbitt
describes a coming global economy
and new social consciousness
expected to be a triumph for the
individual. While he does not
predict utopia, he believes society's
Continued on next page.
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established in the mid-1980s
requires undergraduates to include
fine arts in all degree programs.
Moreover, the National Art
Education Association is now
promoting "Art Across the
Curriculum."

What is art?

priorities will
change due to
acknowledged
human needs that
transcend the tangible.
Further, he suggests that in a world
bound by global economy, the
visual arts and music will be the
common ground for cultural
understanding.
As he predicted, the 1980s did
become "the information age,"
with machines progressively
replacing humans. Humans
increasingly seemed to become
numbers - measured by machines
and represented as statistics. The
concern for quantity of life seemed
to supersede concern for quality.

Restructuring the Curriculum

But with the Cold War over,
Naisbitt suggests humanity will be
more free to ponder and explore
what it means to be human. He
writes: "The renaissance in the arts
is restructuring the curriculum.

6

The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology announced it will
require undergraduate students to
take on a more systemic study of
the arts, humanities and social
sciences." He cites MIT President
Paul E. Gray as saying: "A
professional engineer... lives and
operates in a social system and
needs to understand cultural and
human values. Humanities courses
cannot be viewed merely as the
frosting on the cake."
Meeting a national need to
expand the curriculum beyond the
essential three Rs to include at
least one other R - reflection, an
increasing number of states are
adding art and/or music
appreciation as requirements for
high school graduation, and some
universities require evidence of
these studies as a prerequisite for
admission. Indeed, here at St.
Mary's, the core curriculum

Though our increasingly image
filled world more often presents
visual chaos than art, it is
impossible to imagine a world
without art or music. Indeed the
history of civilization is recorded
in art. Cave paintings dated
15,000 to 10,000 B.C. demonstrate
that art is basic to human
expression.
Art is for everyone, not just for
the privileged few. Through color,
line, shape, form and texture, art
provides a universal language
available to all humanity. In the
words of Dr. Ernest Boyer of the
Carnegie Foundation: "The arts
affirm and dignify our lives and
remain the means by which the
quality of civilization is measured."
Our new University Center on
campus has distinguished itself
from other campus structures by
including the art work of Brother
Cletus Behlmann, S.M.
Documenting some of the St.
Mary's University Marianist
heritage, each piece on permanent
display was planned and executed
to be located in a specific place.
His work humanizes and
personalizes the architectural
environment.

Dollars and Sense

While Naisbitt paints a positive
picture leading to a "Renaissance
of the Arts," everyone knows that
during times of recession,
budgeting officers delete "frills."
Historically, funding for the arts is
the first target in educational
programs along with cultural
events that benefit the public.
Because providing for material
needs is the primary interest, one
might wonder that the arts have
survived at all. But probably the
clue to the real value of the arts is
that they are essential to the
human spirit. For this reason
alone, they will survive, unless the

FOCUS

Photos: Members of the Varsity Optimist
Club and St. Mary"s students repainted
defaced buildings near the university. The
murals were designed by Marianlst artist
Brother Cletus Behlmann.

human spirit is not allowed to be
nurtured and is crushed.
Some time ago, two buildings
near the St. Mary's campus had
been defaced by graffiti (one on
Hillcrest, the other on the corner
of Woodlawn and I-10). Members
of the local Varsity Optimist
Club and a few St. Mary's
students repainted the
buildings with murals
designed by Brother
Cletus. It was an
unforgettable experience
to witness the neighborhood's
gratitude; groups and individuals
watching the process exclaimed,
"It's beautiful!" I mention these
transformations for two reasons:
First, the murals have not been
defaced; and second, this may
demonstrate that when art is
considered least affordable, it is
then that it is needed most.
Contrary to the glorious
predictions of Naisbitt, it can be
easily documented that museums
are faced with escalating operating
costs, and in trying to balance
their budgets they are shortening
admission hours and/or closing off
galleries and rotating viewing days.
They are also faced with the
problem of filling the void left by
our educational systems.
Moreover, the effect of the 1986
tax law threatens the future of
museums by making it more
difficult for private donors to
receive tax benefits. The National
Endowment for the Arts and the
National Endowment for the

Humanities, federally funded
agencies created in the 1960s to
promote the arts, provide meager
support for U.S. art compared with
some other countries. Naisbitt
cites the U.S. government support
of the arts at $12 per capita, while
Sweden contributes $35 per
capita, Canada $32,
France $30, Holland $27
and England $9.
Thus, strong support of
the arts in the U.S.A.
depends upon the private
sector and increasingly upon
corporations the source that
Naisbitt believes will bring about
an arts renaissance. If he is correct,
what a memorable experience it
would be to witness a "Super
Sunday" during which vast
numbers of "couch potatoes"
turned from their TVs to reflect
upon what hangs above the couch!
Would you join me in the
cheering?

Sharon McMahon, coordinator of fine arts, has been
teaching at St. Mary's since 1978. She holds a
master's degree In education from the University of
Hawaii and a master's In fine arts from the University
of Texas at San Antonio. She was honored by the St.
Mary's Alumni Association In 1990 for distinguished
teaching and university service. She was a faculty
member In the London Semester Abroad in fall 1993.

■
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FACUL1Y ESSAY

Ethical-Social
Implications of
NAFTA

(North American Free Trade
Agreement)

by Richard Menger, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor of Management, School of
Business and Administration

Mexican firms doing business in
the U.S. may have a harder time
adapting to our higher standards,
both from legal and the expected
ethical and social responsibility
perspective. Mexican firms
discover that U.S. laws exceed
both their legal requirements and
the societal expectations. In fact,
practices and activities that are
both legal and perfectly acceptable
in Mexico may be illegal in this

Both U.S. and Mexican firms
and their managers will have to
adapt to foreign standards of
expected behavior as a result of
the passage of NATTA.
One fact that generates little
debate is that businesses and
managers from both the U.S. and
Mexico must at a minimum learn,
understand and follow rhe legal
requirements of doing business in
each country. Yet ethical and
societal expectations of business
behavior are of even greater
concern.
Activities that are legal and
customary in Mexico - bribes,
less-stringent environmental
standards, different worker health
and safety practices - may be

country.
Businesses and managers from
both countries will face a variety
of challenges and opportunities as
they prepare to take advantage of
opportunities presented by
NATT A. One long-term
expectation is that U.S. businesses
will be forced by public pressure
and media attention to maintain
relatively higher American
standards of behavior when doing
business in Mexico.
Not withstanding the side
agreements to NATTA, the
entrance of new business into a
global competitive environment
will push Mexican stancfards to a
higher level. Ps,d this mu�t be
everyone's ;idvantage.

■

illegal according to U.S. law. For
example, our Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act prohibits U.S.
companies from bribing or making
illicit payments to officials in
foreign countries.
Further, U.S. companies may
not be happy about building plants
in Mexico that meet standards
lower than required in the U.S.

8

Richard Menger,
Ph.D.,is an
assistant
professor or
management. He
teaches business
ethics.

ALUM NEWS

Alumni Association
Honors Faculty
Six faculty members
were honored by the St.
Mary's University
Alumni Association at its
annual Faculty
Appreciation and Awards
Dinner Jan. 28, 1994.
Along with 280 faculty
members, representatives
of the alumni board and
the university's board of
trustees attended the
celebration.
Janet Dizinno, Ph.D.,
associate professor of
psychology, and Glenn
Hughes, Ph.D., associate
professor of philosophy,
in the university's largest
school, the School of
Humanities and Social
Sciences, were recognized
for excellent teaching.
Arthur Hanna
(B.S.,B.A.'75), assistant
professor of computer
science, was selected as
distinguished faculty
member in the School of
Science, Engineering and
Technology. The School
of Business and
Administration's Mary
Harston, Ph.D., assistant
professor of accounting,
was acknowledged for her
superior teaching, as was
Bahman Rezaie, Ph.D.,
associate professor of
engineering in the
Graduate School.
Professor John
Schmolesky was chosen
as distinguished faculty
member in the School of
Law.
Criteria for
distinguished faculty
status include
consistently positive
evaluations by students;
demonstration of
outstanding service to
students; efforts toward
instructional or

professional
improvement; work in
research and publishing;
and service to the
university or the
community.
Nominations for the
awards are reviewed by
the university's Academic
- Council that includes
deans from the
university's five schools.
Also announced
during the evening were
this year's recipients of
the Alumni Association's
faculty conference funds.
They are: Larry Hufford,
Ph.D., and Glenn
Hughes, Ph.D., both of
the School of Humanities
and Social Sciences; Gary
Ogden, Ph.D., School of
Science, Engineering and
Technology; and Brian
Toyne, Ph.D., School of
Business and
Administration. The
awards help recipients
with travel expenses to
regional, national or
international conferences
at which they give
scholarly presentations.
The association's
Faculty-Alumni Relations
Committee, chaired by
Reuben Moncivais
(B.B.A '80, M.B.A '89),
conducts the annual
event.■

From the Director of
Alumni Relations
Candace J. Kuebker
(B.A.'78)

There are new
developments on the
alumni chapter horizon.
At its November board
of directors meeting, the
Alumni Association
accepted the charter of
its newest chapter in
Washington, D.C.
Thanks largely to the
efforts of Leo Vasquez
(B.A.'64, M.A.'73) and
Armando Falcon
(B.A.'83), the chapter is
well on its way to
recruiting members and
establishing future goals.
Interest in starting a
chapter has also been
expressed by alumni in
the Chicago area.

The annual
President'sfalumni/ad
mission receptions in
Dallas, Houston, St.
Louis, Laredo, McAllen,
Corpus Christi, El Paso
and Austin drew some of
the largest alumni
turnouts in recent years.
All in all, it has been a
year to celebrate the
activity and enthusiasm of
our alumni chapters.
Not all areas of the
country have alumni
chapters, however, and we
are looking at ways to
better serve our entire
alumni population.
Thanks to all of you who
have taken the time to
complete the alumni
survey mailed to 5,000 of
you recently. Final
tabulations will be made
this spring, and results
will be shared with you in
the next issues of Gold &
Blue and AlumNotes. If
you did not receive a
survey, but wish to share
your thoughts and ideas
with us, please write or
call. Your input is
important.■
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CAMPUS NEWS

Legal Help For Poor

Down Mexico Way, Ole'

The U.S. Department
of Education awarded the
St. Mary's School of Law
a three-year grant of
$456,135 to support a
new clinic offering
criminal-defense services
to indigents in San
Antonio and Bexar
County. In Bexar County,
as in all of Texas, there is
no organized public
defender system. Private
attorneys are appointed to
represent indigent
criminal defendants at
the trial level. The new
clinic will help select law
students develop criminal
defense skills outside the
classroom, with respected
practicing attorneys
serving as their mentors.
Co-directors of the clinic
are associate professors
Jeffrey Pokorak and
Marsha Merrill.

As part of the
Semester in Mexico
program established in
1990, 12 St. Mary's
students majoring in
various fields are studying
at the Universidad
Iberoamericana in Puebla.
At the same time, 12
Universidad
Iberoamericana students
are studying at St. Mary's.
Faculty supervisors with
the groups are, in Puebla,
the Rev. Willis
Langlinais, S.M.,
professor of theology; and
Dr. Richard Pressman,
associate professor of
English; and at St. Mary's
from Puebla, Professor
Manuel Bassurto.

■

■

Marianist Heritage
Awards
The annual award for
lay persons' devotion to
Marianist ideals went this
year to the university's
teacher education
department for its
continuing work of
carrying out the
aspirations of the founder
of the Society of Mary
and the early Marianists.
Honored for their work
are Brother Paul Metzger,
S.M., Ph.D., director of
student teaching and
former department chair;
Terri Boggess, Ph.D.,
chair; Martha Jones,
Ph.D., and Neva
Davenport, Ed.D.,
assistant professors; Melba
Hutsell, Ph.D., graduate

adviser and former chair;
Dorothy Smith, Ph.D.,
director of the
Elementary Education
Program; Gerald Pratt,
Ed.D., certification officer
and former chair; John
Maley, adjunct professor
of exercise sports and
sciences, and Lori Dabbs,
technical assistant.
Marianist Student
Leadership awards went
to Mary Shrader, a junior
English and theology
major from Omaha, Neb.,
and James B. Everitt, a
senior sociology and
theology major from
Houston.

■

National Honor

Upward Bound Program

Sarah Potts, a junior
from Silver City, N.M.,
majoring in multinational
organization studies, has
been elected to a one
year term as chairwoman
of the National Catholic
Student Coalition. It's an
organization that
represents more than
14,000 Catholic students
at colleges and
universities throughout
the country.
She assumed the office
at the group's national
conference in Portland,
Ore. With a busy year of
leadership, study and
travel ahead of her, Potts
will spend an eight-week
internship in Germany
this summer as a
requirement for her
major, then prepare and
spearhead the Catholic
Students' national
conference in St. Louis in
December.

The university
received a $309,000 grant
from the U.S.
Department of Education
for refunding Upward
Bound, a program that
helps high school
students with high
potential but low income
prepare for college. St.
Mary's began the program
in 1968. Ninth and 10th
grade students at
Brackenridge, Fox Tech,
Jefferson, Lanier and Sam
Houston high schools
receive special tutoring
and motivational
instruction.
Jackie Dansby
Edwards, herself once an
Upward Bound student
from Brackenridge High
School, tutored in the
program in 1969 and
eventually became its
director in 1977. ■

■

CAMPUS NEWS

Moder Reappointed

Board of Trustees

The Rev. John
Moder, S.M., Ph.D.,
(B.A. '70), has been
reappointed president of
the university for a third
three-year term beginning
June 1.
Board of trustees
chairman Gregory W.
Crane (B.B.A. '89),
announced the board's
unanimous vote. Crane is
president and chief
executive of San
Antonio's Broadway
National Bank.
Moder, 45, taught
philosophy at St. Mary's
before becoming
president in 1988.
Accomplishments
during his presidency
include San Antonio's
first academic doctoral
program (options in
counseling) and an
impressive building
program comprising two
new student residence
halls, a new University
Center and needed
renovations to old
buildings and the Pecan
Grove. As well, off
campus semesters were
established in London
and Mexico, the law
school saw its first legal
aid and criminal justice
clinics, the Alumni
Scholarship Endowment
approached $2 million,
and the university's
endowment increased by
more than 45 percent. ■

Recent appointees to
the school's board of
trustees are the Rev. Rudy
Vela, S.M. (B.A. '76),
pastor of Holy Rosary
Parish in San Antonio;
Al J. Notzon III (B.A.
'60), executive director,
Alamo Area Council of
Governments; and
reappointed, Audreyjane
Castro, owner, Ajay &
Associates Public
Relations, previously
board secretary, now vice
chairwoman of the board
and chairwoman,
University Relations
Committee. C. Gay
Meyer (B.B.A. '57), vice
president/general
manager, Halo
Distributing Co., will now
serve as the board's
secretary as well as
chairman of the board's
Student Development
Committee. ■

Fast and Economical

No, they're not out
on a Joy ride. Sgt. Paul
Chapa, left, and Sgt.
Frank Gomez, St.
Mary's campus
policemen, show the
university community
how the new campus
bike patrol will help to
Increase safety. The
group was trained by
the San Antonio Police
Department, whose
representatives, along
with San Antonio park
rangers, came to the
Inaugural ceremony.
Paciflcare of Texas
donated the
equipment.

Spring Enrollment
Enrollment for the
spring semester (after late
registration) was 3,886
compared with 3,836 last
spring. The breakdown of
student numbers is: 2,394

undergraduates, 732 in
academic graduate
courses, 714 law students,
and 46 in the Ph.D.
program, an increase from
42 last spring. ■
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You could say he's
"the liturgical cop," as Dr. Charles Cotrell,
academic vice president,
likes to call him.
He's the Rev. Larry Doersching, S.M.,
who came to St. Mary's in 1986
as the Campus Ministry liturgical coordinator.

Father Larry Doersching ...
He resisted the priesthood,
but here he is!
by Julie Rohmer
(B.A. '92)
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Ministry, he's still called upon to
coordinate major school liturgies,
including the Red Mass,
Baccalaureate and the Mass at
Alumni Oyster Bake.
"I just keep everybody moving
in the right direction, doing what
they're supposed to, and everybody
kind of pays attention," he says.
"Even the bishops rarely get mad
at me, so I suppose I'm doing all
right," he adds with a laugh.
If you take part in any of the
school's liturgies, you'll see that he
is doing more than "all right."
And he should be -he's been
doing this since grade school.
"I became an altar server when
I was in the fourth grade," he says.
"By the time I was in the eighth
grade, I was head server and
running the show as master of
.
ceremonies."
Not only was he comfortable
behind the scenes, he felt just as
much at home in the limelight.
"My mother always said she
thought I was born with a
microphone cord instead of an
umbilical cord," he says.

The Priesthood? No!
His enjoyment of liturgy and
music and his ease on the stage
prompted many people to think
that young Larry would make a
good candidate for the priesthood
-many people, that is, except
Larry.
By the end of his junior year at
a Marianist high school in his
hometown, Milwaukee, he says
he'd pretty much decided to be a
Marianist brother and teacher of
freshman algebra. So on finishing
high school he entered the Society
of Mary, took his first vows in
1964 and enrolled at St. Mary's for
his undergraduate studies.
Despite challenges by peers
who said they saw all the
characteristics of a priest in him,
he continued to give "all the
practical reasons" why that was
not his calling. "I kept saying 'no,'
reflecting that you have to study
all that philosophy, you have to
study languages, you get stuck
studying in Switzerland for five
years and all the courses are in
Latin. That was not something I
wanted to do," he explains.
Change of Heart
So what changed his mind?
"After Vatican II, the seminary
came to the United States, the
courses were taught in English,
and I didn't have any excuses
anymore," he says. "After talking
to counselors, I made the decision
to pray about it, which is a scary

thing to do, and
suddenly discovered
that all of
this really made sense."
So Father Larry switched to the
"priestly track of studies," and after
graduating from St. Mary's, spent
three years teaching in East St.
Louis and Milwaukee. He then
entered the Marianist American
Seminary in St. Louis to finish his
theological studies. On Nov. 17,
1973, he was ordained to the
priesthood at his home parish in
Milwaukee by Bishop Jerome J.
Hastrich, then bishop of Gallup,
New Mexico, also a priest-son of
the same parish.
After four years of teaching at
Vianney High School in St. Louis
and two years as a retreat director,
Father Larry moved to Fort Worth
to teach religion and do pastoral
ministries at Nolan High School.
"As I approached my 40th
birthday, and not yet having
learned enough humility to accept
having it celebrated at a high
school, I decided it was time to go
on a year's sabbatical," he
remembers.
He was studying spirituality and
worship at the Jesuit School of
Theology in Berkeley, Calif., when
the opportunity arose to return to
St. Mary's University as the
Campus Ministry liturgical
coordinator. You could say he was
a bit excited.
Coming Home
Father Larry, who considers
himself a naturalized Texan, loves
the Lone Star State and San
Antonio in particular. Between
1968 and 1986, hardly a summer
passed that he was not in the
Alamo City. "To come back here
was just to come home," he says.
Continued on next page.
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"It was like one of those hopes and
wishes that you never think will
happen. So when they asked me
to come
here, I said, 'I'll be there
.
'
yesterday. "
In 1988, he became director of
the St. Mary's Campus Ministry,
continuing with liturgy work until
1991, when Greg Zouzalik was
hired as liturgical coordinator. As
Campus Ministry director, Father
Larry serves as administrator of the
office and liaison between the
Campus Ministry and other
campus offices. Among other
activities, he has been involved
with the Dean of Students' Task
Force on AIDS, the Student
Development Council, the
Student Judicial Committee and
the Marianist Forum Leadership
Council.
Loves Students
What he has enjoyed most,
however, is one-to-one contacts
with students. "Those kinds of
experiences are wonderful," he
says. "I don't make other
appointments on Monday or
Wednesday nights anymore. If
anybody wants me, they can find
me in Dougherty or Marian Hall."
That's when he's on hand for
students to talk to, to hear
confessions and - to play pool.
"I wouldn't call it a lot of pool
playing, but I do my fair share.
The myth has developed that I
know what I'm doing and that
God is on my side," he says. "I
keep telling students that's
theologically incorrect, but
somehow the myth sticks, and I
won't say I'm fighting it."
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Who Says Priests Can't Dance?
On any given night, you might
also find Father Larry kicking up
his heels on the dance floor. At a
recent Tejano dance night
sponsored by a St. Mary's
fraternity, he was "out there doing
a Tejano two-step with the best of
them and having a great old time,"
he says. "The fraternity people
couldn't believe it, but hey, who
says priests can't dance?"
But his time with students isn't
just for fun and games. "That kind
of informal presence is what makes
St. Mary's what it is," explains
Father Larry. "It's the Marianist
way of doing things. "We're very
much available, or try to be, to the
students. We try to make this
place a home as well as an
academic institution."
Heightened Sensitivity
Father Larry thinks his latest
theological studies have helped
him improve his ministry. He
recently received his doctor of
ministry degree from Eden
Theological Seminary in St. Louis.
His dissertation, "Companions on
the Journey: Ministry to Non
Catholics at a Catholic
University," addresses the
question, "How can we, as a
Catholic university, help non
Catholics continue their own faith
journeys?"
"I'm not sure my doctorate has
changed so much what I'm doing
here," he says, "But I think it has
given me a greater sensitivity to

and respect for the
diversity of people at
the university, particularly the
diversity of denominational
backgrounds. I think non
Catholic students are more
comfortable around me because of
that."
And that's what it's all about.
Father Larry Doersching wants to
help make St. Mary's a home for
its students, just as it has become
for him. ■

Jurie Rohmer
graduated from St.
Mary's University
in 1992 with a
bachelor's degree
in English
communication · · ·
studies. She is a
staff writer for
Today's Catholic newspaper published by
the Archdiocese or San Antonio. She is
editor or the paper's bimonthly youth
magazine insert, "Teen Talk."
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necessary purgatory by living in
the dorm). The students would
roll a bowling ball down the first
floor hallway so that it struck the
proctor's door. The hall's ceramic
tile walls and floors were
acoustically perfect for such fun.
(The walls and floors are now
carpeted.) Of course a student
would retrieve the ball and head
upstairs before the brother could
open his door. Today, instead of
living in the halls as Marianists did
in the past, campus ministers
spend evenings there as a way of
sharing students' lives.

It's the Friday after
Thanksgiving and I am sitting in
my office watching a couple of
squirrels take advantage of the lack
of pedestrian traffic in the Pecan
Grove and collecting a few nuts to
store for the months ahead. My
office is at a crossroads on campus.
For those of you who graduated
before 1968, it is where Brother
Paul Novosal had his office when
this building was the Academic

Major Influence
Today's Campus Ministry team
is a microcosm of the church lay and religious men and women
hired by the university with
primary responsibility for
formation of the university as a
faith community . We realize that

Library. If you graduated between
1968 and 1992, you would know
this as the student services vice
president's office in the northeast
corner of the University Center.
The office is
part of the
now larger
Campus
Ministry in
the "Center
for Life
Directions,"
the name
given to the
"old library"
or the "old U.C."
Campus Ministry's offices are at
a crossroads on campus and even
more, at a crossroads in the history
of St. Mary's. Those pecan trees
outside my window may have been
here for many years and help me
have some sense of history, yet
realize that Campus Ministry is
making history at St. Mary's that is
much more rapid in its
development than those trees; and
hopefully, has a greater impact on
campus life.

Closeness and Fun
I live in the campus Casa Maria
community with Father George
Montague, who was one of the
many designated "chaplains" of St.
Mary's years before Campus
Ministry. Like many other priests
and brothers before and after him,
Father George spent years living
with students in the residence
halls as a presence that afforded
more than just an ear to bend
when the occasional crisis
occurred. That closeness to
students has characterized St.
Mary's in many ways, sometimes
offering a chance to play ingenious
tricks on the Marianists. My
brother, who attended St. Mary's
from 1959-61, loved to tell how
Marian Hall students had great fun
provoking the dorm proctor (a
brother, who will go nameless, but
who worked off years of any

we share
that
task
with all
other
depart
ments, since
the
university's
mission
statement calls
everyone to this
significant
responsibility. Over
the past 15 to 20 years,
Campus Ministry has
grown to be a major influence on
campus. More than just another
student organization, it is a
collaborative force of people
within the university that provides
liturgical life, service
opportunities, and faith-formation
experiences such as retreats, Bible
Continued on next page.
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study, faith-sharing groups,
confirmation classes, baptismal
preparation, premarital counseling,
etc,
Scholarship Program
Father John A Leies, campus
minister in the mid-'70s, had the
foresight to
begin a
scholarship

students committed to giving time
and energy to Campus Ministry
projects. Through most of the '80s
this program grew under the
direction of Sister Grace Walle,
F,MJ., now campus minister at the
law schooL Our scholarship
program gives around 25 students
each semester the experience of
sharing in our ministry and
leadership that we hope they will
continue as adults in their local
churches.
In the early '80s, 35 to 40
students at most attended our
weekend retreats. But in the past
two years, the retreats have
averaged 150 students, faculty,
staff, parents and alumni and have
become known throughout
Catholic colleges and universities
of Texas and the nation as a model
program. Sister Grace Walle's
experience in conducting these
retreats has led to publication of
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her book on retreat exercises
acclaimed by campus ministers all
over the country.
Social Services
Our social-service ministry has
grown rapidly in the past nine
years under the guidance of Lois
Pridgen, a lay woman and mother
of two St. Mary's students. This
involves students helping to look
after the needs of the homeless at
agencies such as the S.AM.M.
Shelter (San Antonio
Metropolitan Ministries) and the
Catholic Worker House, and
tutoring at local elementary
schools, particularly in poor areas.
About 20 students form a group of
volunteers serving the St. Joseph
Community, our Marianist
retirement/nursing-care facility on
campus. Students read or write
letters for the brothers and priests,
take them on walks, and perform

helpful tasks for these men
whose lives form the basis from
which the university takes its
life and spirit. Still others are
engaged in neighborhood
projects such as painting
the houses of the elderly,
doing yard work, etc.
St. Mary's liturgies
arranged by Campus
Ministry are known
throughout San
Antonio as among
the best experiences
of worship. Our Sunday 10
p.m. Mass that attracts well over
250 students each week embodies
much of the St. Mary's spirit of
faith, and the choirs at the three
Sunday Masses are all students,
including the conductors. Lectors
and Eucharistic ministers are
members of the faculty and student
body. Hospitality ministers,
sacristans and acolytes are all

students. The whole operation,
directed by Greg Zouzalik, a
Catholic layman pursuing his
M.A in theology at St. Mary's, is a
weekly effort that has proven to be
a source of much grace for the
university.
Christian Life Community
Marianist Father Gene
Sweeney and Franciscan Father
Miguel Briseno work in pastoral
counseling, Bible study,
confirmation classes and baptismal
programs. Father Gene also is
involved in residence-hall
ministry, and Father Miguel (along
with Lois Pridgen) coordinates the
Christian Life Communities, faith
sharing groups of 10-12 people
who meet weekly to develop their
spiritual lives. These CL.Cs have
grown so much in the past five
years that we are now in the
second year of having one floor in

student
residence
designated
as the CL.C
living area,
with the
majority of
students there
committed to the
formation of Catholic Christian
community life within the hall.
The atmosphere in that hall has
changed significantly with this
arrangement and has been
positively received by all involved.
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Bowling balls down the hallway
has been replaced with late
evening gatherings of students
sharing prayer time.
The Campus Ministry office is
managed by Kay Hanson, a young
Catholic lay woman and a
graduate theology student. She
handles all our financial
arrangements and coordinates the
work of five college work-study
students who assist the campus
ministers. My role as director of
Campus Ministry is to act as
liaison with other university
offices, be a member of the
Student Development Division's
Council, represent our office at
various meetings and campus
events and perform some of the
administrative work that such a
large operation entails.

at a crossroads of campus and are a
gathering place for many students
who just want to come in and rest;
and to be grateful that I am back
here in ministry, where I never
dreamed I'd be when I graduated
in '67. God is good. And may
God bless! ■

A profile of Father Larry by St. Mary's alum
Julie Rohmer (B.A. '92) is on page 12.

Giving Thanks

To have a quiet morning such

as this, to notice little things like
squirrels in the Pecan Grove-this
has been a rich blessing. It has
helped extend my Thanksgiving a
day and helped me to truly be
grateful for how Campus Ministry
has grown over the years. And to
be grateful for the hundreds of
students who generously give their
time and effort to create the kind
of Christian community the
university espouses to be; to be
grateful for the support of our
university administrators over
the years to an operation whose
ultimate goals will only be
realized in the next life; to be
grateful for the campus ministers
who have moved on (Father John
G. Leies, Father John A. Leies,
Father Bernard Rochon, Father J.
Willis Langlinais, Brother Don
Boccardi, Rick Gaillardetz, Joe
Forman, Lou Bradshaw). To be
grateful that our facilities are truly
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We Know You're Out There,
But What Have You Been Up To?
We would love to hear about your recent promotion, vacation,
project, marriage and new additions to the family! To make it
easier for you to stay in touch, you can now

FAX THE FACTS!
(210) 436�3711
We look forward to hearing from you.

1932

Albert B. Alkek (CL 32), Boerne,
Texas, donated $30 million to the
University of Texas M.D. Anderson
Cancer Center.

1943

Ferd L. Rothe (BSC 43 ), Hondo,
Texas, and wife Elsie celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary Jan. 19,
1993.

1948

Capt. S. Martin Shelton, retired
U.S. Navy (BS 48), Ridgecrest, Calif.,
served as guest editor of "Technical
Communications," a journal of the
Society for Technical
Communication. He is a fellow of the
Society for Technical Communication
and a fellow of the Information Film
Producers of America.

1952

Patrick Kennedy (JD 52), San
Antonio, was named chairman of
Preferred Hotels & Resorts
Worldwide. He is the owner of the La
Mansion de! Rio Hotel.
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1953

Rodolfo Flores (JD 53 ), Uvalde,
Texas, was the subject of a feature
article in the Oct. 3, 1993, edition of
The Leader-News. He is an attorney
in private practice.
Farrell Tyson (BA 53), San Antonio,
retired from the San Antonio
Lutheran Coronation Association
which he founded in 1959. He is a
retired principal of Adams Elementary
School.

1954

Alfonso Chapa (JD 54), San
Antonio, was appointed chief justice
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
4th Circuit.
Robert A Kubena (BA 54),
Hallettsville, Texas, was recognized as
Outstanding Municipal Judge in the
state of Texas.

1956

Celso Garcia (BBA 56, MA 67),
Eagle Pass, Texas, was named associate
broker for American Realty of Eagle
Pass.

1958

Robert Kiolbassa (CL 58), San
Antonio, was the subject of a feature
article in the Oct. 20, 1993, edition of
the San Antonio Express-News. The
Kiolbassa family has been making
sausage for three generations.

1959

Amado Felipe Cavazos (BBA 59,
MA 64), San Antonio, is the author
of a book entitled "Zachry-The Man
and His Companies." He retired as
senior vice president of H.B. Zachry
Co. after 53 years of service.
Carl Wanke (BA 59), San
Antonio, announced his retirement
from the Northside Independent
School District as executive director of
secondary administration.

1960

William Greehey (BBA 60), San
Antonio, was elected chairman of the
San Antonio Economic Development
Foundation.
Alfonso Zermeno, PhD (BS 60,
MS 64), Houston, was issued two
patents for a catheter to prohibit
infection in patients. He has received
more than 15 previous patents for
invention of medical apparatus. He is
retired from the University of Texas
M.D. Anderson Cancer Center,
though he still teaches part time there.

1962

Dr. Paul Darrow (CL 62), San
Antonio, was honored by "20/20," an
optical industry publication, as the
"Best and Brightest." He was selected
through a nationwide nomination
process.

1965

Barbara A. Beach, PhD (BBA
65), Dayton, Ohio, received a
doctorate degree in psychology from
Wright State University. She is a
psychology fellow for the Dartmouth
Center.
Wayne D. Marty (BME 65),
Austin, Texas, was promoted to
brigadier general and assistant to the
adjutant general for the U.S. Army at
the National Guard headquarters.
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David Sharman (BBA 65), San
Antonio, was named vice president of
speakers for the St. Mary's University
Forum on Entrepreneurship. He is
senior vice president at Bank One.
Rose Spector (JD 65), San
Antonio, was the subject of q feature
article in the Oct. 15, 1993, edition of
the Texas Observer. She serves as a
justice on the Texas Supreme Court.

1966

James A. Miller (BS 66), St.
Louis, is a project manager for
Enterprise Rent-a-Car.

1968

David W. Biegler (BS 68), Dallas,
was featured in "Who's Who in
Energy," an article of the Dallas
Business Journal listing "Who's Who
in Dallas."

1969

Gerald G. Brandon (BA 69),
Abingdon, Md., director of material
management at Harber Hospital
Center in Baltimore, has been
installed as president of the Maryland
Society for Health Care Material
Management.
Craig J. Cantoni (BBA 69, MBA
71), Scottsdale, Ariz., authored the
book, "Corporate Dandelions-How
the Weed of Bureaucracy is Choking
American Companies and What You
Can Do to Uproot It." He is president
of Capstone Consulting Group in
Scottsdale.
Beverly Lindsay (BA 69),
Athens, Ga., has been appointed dean
of international education and policy
studies at Hampton University in
Hampton, Va.

1970

Leo Alvarado (BA 70, JD 74),
San Antonio, is the first
Hispanic legislator to be elected
freshman-class president in the 73rd
Legislature of the Texas House of
Representatives.
Cynthia Diane Specia Shade (BA
70), San Antonio, received a
doctorate of education degree from
Texas A&M University. She is
coordinator of the gifted and talented

and the dyslexia program at Edgewood
Independent School District.

Col. Alfred A. Valenzuela (BA

70, MA 79), Fort Drum, N.Y., took
command of the division artillery,
10th Mountain Division, U.S. Army.

1971

Rev. Michael Boulette (BA 71),
Kerrville, Texas, was the guest speaker
at a Kerr County Christian Action
Council meeting. He is pastor of
Notre Dame Catholic Church.
Richard A. Valdez (BA 71),
Longmont, Colo., has been appointed
vice president of sales and marketing
for OPTIMUS Corp., a software and
CD-ROM development company.

1972

Jack Keller (BBA 72), San
Antonio, joined Centro de! Barrio as
chief operating officer.

1973

John Charles Hardin (JD 73), a
McKinney, Texas, attorney, was
featured in an article in the McKinney
Courier-Gazette.
Thomas M. Wood (BBA 73),
Hartford, Conn., was promoted to
executive vice president and treasurer
at Mechanics Savings Bank, Hartford.

1974

Norton Colvin Jr. (JD 74),
Brownsville, Texas, has joined the
board of trustees of the Marine
Military Academy in Harlingen.
Sara Dysart (BA 74, JD 81), an
attorney in San Antonio, has formed a
new law firm, Dysart, Bennack &
Malone.
Cynthia Hollingsworth (JD 74),
Dallas, was the subject of a profile in
the Aug. 26, 1993, edition of the
Dallas Business Journal. She is a
partner in the law firm of Gardere &
Wynne.
Craig Moore, PhD (MA 74),
Longview, Texas, was appointed panel
mediator to the Alliance Dispute
Resolution Center. He maintains a
private practice in clinical psychology.

1975

Steve Kosub (BBA 75), Hondo,
Texas, has been promoted to senior
vice president of Community National
Bank.
Michael Novak (BBA 75), San
Antonio, joined the board of directors
of the St. Mary's University Forum of
Entrepreneurship.

1976

Barbara Rosenberg (JD 76),
Dallas, has been appointed associate
justice of the 5th Court of Appeals
(Dallas).

1977

John Barnhill (JD 77), Victoria,
Texas, was the subject of a feature
article in the Aug. 22, 1993, edition of
the Victoria Advocate. He is a judge
for Goliad County.
Edward L. Dowd Jr. (JD 77), St.
Louis, Mo., was appointed U.S.
attorney for St. Louis.
Deece Eckstein (BA 77), Austin,
was appointed to the State Board of
Insurance by Gov. Ann Richards.
Judy Foster (BBA 77), Kenedy,
Texas, was the keynote speaker at a
meeting of the Gamma Omicron
Chapter, the Delta Kappa Gamma
Society International. She is a
certified public accountant.
Lucy Kammer (BA 77), San
Antonio, was the November 1993
recipient of the "Class Act Award,"
sponsored by area businesses to
recognize the dedication and
community service of San Antonio's
teachers.
Joe Kobell (MS 77), Dallas, was
the subject of a feature article in the
Sept. 30, 1993, edition of the
Northside People. He is a sales
associate with Ebby Halliday Realtors.

1978

Tom Freeze (BA 78), Lexington,
Ky., is working as an arts and crafts
instructor and folk artist.
Thomas Stevens (JD 78), San
Antonio, has formed the law firm of
Stevens & Weiss.
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1979

James Nawrocki (BBA 79),
Houston, recently transferred to the
Houston office of Arthur Anderson &
Co.'s litigation services practice.
Phyllis Siegel (JD 79), San
Antonio, was named president of the
St. Mary's University Forum on
Entrepreneurship. She is founder and
president of Biomedical Development
Corp. and has been named the
Douglass Entrepreneur-in-Residence
for the 1993-94 academic year in the
School of Business and
Administration.
Paula K. Williamson (JD 79),
Fredericksburg, Texas, has opened a
private law practice.

1980

Deb Bauer (BBA 80, JD 83 ),
Victoria, Texas, was the subject of a
feature article in the Aug. 22, 1993,
edition of the Victoria Advocate. She
is a partner in the law firm of Patton
& Bauer.

1981

Yolanda O'Bar (BA 81, MS 89),
San Antonio, was named
administrative services manager for
the Alamodome.

1982

Hansel Eric Burley (BA 82),
Waco, Texas, received a doctorate
degree in curriculum and instruction
from Texas A&M University.
John D. Mateker (BBA 82, MBA
87), Sterling, Va., has a new position
as director of operations of the
document delivery facility at FANNIE
MAE.
Mary M. Rohmer (BA 82), San
Antonio, was the subject of a feature
article in the Nov. 5, 1993, edition of
the Enterprise newspaper in Muenster,
Texas. She is vice president of the
public relations firm of Dublin
McCarter & Associates Inc.

1983

Roger S. Cox (JD 83), Amarillo,
Texas, was appointed vice chairman of
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the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society. He also serves on the
society's national board of directors
and is a former chairman of the
Panhandle chapter. He is a partner in
the law firm of Ham, Irwin & Cox.
Christopher M. Sertich, MD (BA
83 ), San Antonio, received board
certification in anesthesia. He
maintains a private medical practice.

1984

Dr. Patricia Caballero (BS 84),
Lake City, Pa., received a doctorate of
osteopathy degree from Kirksville
College of Osteopathic Medicine.
Harry Skeins Jr. (JD 84),
Fredericksburg, Texas, has opened a
private law practice.

1985

Irene Cejas (BBA 85), San
Antonio, is an associate attorney with
the law firm of Ball & Weed.
Patrick 0. Strauss (BA 85),
Dallas, is an associate attorney with
the law firm of Crouch & Hallett.

1986

Donna Little (JD 86), Athens,
Texas, resigned as assistant county
attorney of Henderson County to
resume her position as assistant district
attorney.
Patty Nava (BA 86), San
Antonio, is now an information writer
for the Institute of Texan Cultures.
Her responsibilities will include all
institute activities, including the
annual Texas Folklife Festival.
Linda M. Wong (BBA 86, BA
86), San Antonio, was promoted to
vice president and controller of Tl-IN
Network.

1987

Susan M. Carter Hoelting (BBA
87), Flower Mound, Texas, received a
master's degree of business
administration from Southern
Methodist University.
Angel Marie Escareno (BBA 87),
Fort Smith, Ark., has accepted a new
position with Bristol Myers Squibb as
district business manager.
Janis Hutchinson (MA 87),
Everett, Wash., announced the

publication acceptance of her book,
"Out of the Cults and Into the
Church."
Amado E. Salinas (BS 87),
Raymondville, Texas, received a
master's degree of business
administration from the University of
Texas-Pan American.

1988

Laurie Lynn Hernandez (BA 88),
Davie, Fla., has entered the doctoral
program in Marriage & Family
Therapy at Nova University, Fort
Lauderdale. She was awarded a
clinical assistanceship with Family
Therapy Associates of Nova
University.

1989

Marc A. Notzon (JD 89), San
Antonio, is now an associate of the
law firm of Branton & Hall.
Darryl J. Silvera (JD 89), Dallas,
has joined the law firm of E. Thomas
Bishop.
David W. Sommer (BBA 89),
Richmond, Va., has joined the faculty
of Virginia Commonwealth University
as assistant professor of finance and
insurance.

1990

David Aelvoet (MA 90), Hondo,
Texas, is an attorney with the firm of
Heard, Goggan, Blair & Williams.
Sandy D. Disler (BA 90), San
Antonio, has accepted an account
executive position with Prime Time
Graphics.

1992

Melissa Abshier (JD 92), Sugar
Land, Texas, has been appointed
county attorney of Matagorda County.
Brian M. Byrnes (BBA 92),
Dallas, has been promoted to director
of ticket sales for the Dallas Stars
Hockey Club of the National Hockey
League.
Jan Davis (MA 92), San Antonio,
has been certified as a spiritual director
by the Center for Spirituality and
Work in Austin.
Steve Rosenauer (BA 92), San
Antonio, has been appointed assistant
director of Alumni Relations at St.

CIASSNOTES

Mary's University. He will assist in
the promotion of alumni activities,
chapter development and
coordination of the Fiesta Oyster
Bake.

April Allison Jones (JD 88) to
Thomas John Lykos Jr. July 31, 1993,
in Dallas.

Rockdale, Texas, was appointed a
probation officer in Milam County.
He also serves in the U.S. Air Force
Reserve.

Patricia Riddick (JD 89) to Id

Marco A. Sanchez (BA 92),

1993

Kris Kailimai (BA 93), Helotes,
Texas, is training to participate in a
volunteer program coordinated by the
Salesian Fathers to work with children
in need in Juarez, Mexico.
Michael Miller (JD 93), San
Antonio, has joined the law firm of
Ruiz & Herring.

MARRIAGES
James T. Shea (BA 76) to Debra
L. Ort (BA 77) Dec. 18, 1993, in San

Antonio.

E.V. Bonner Jr. (JD 81) to Susan
Jane Swanson Nov. 20, 1993, in Fort
Worth.
Ann Deckelmann (BA 82) to
Jonathan Mohr May 1, 1993, in New
Orleans.
Mary M. Rohmer (BA 82) to Don
Uhlig Nov. 13, 1993, in San Antonio.
Benhur Augusto Arcila (MA 83)

to Carmen Elizabeth Salmeron Oct.
23, 1993, in San Antonio.

Charles Edwin Morse Jr. (BA 83)

to Elizabeth Marie Jones June 19,
1993, in Austin.
Maura K. Allen (BA 84) to
Martin J. Gast Oct. 30, 1993, in
Irving, Texas.

Michael Eugene Hearn (JD 85) to
Karen Kay Moskal Aug. 14, 1993, in
La Feria, Texas.

Sylvia Teresa Martinez (BBA 85,
MS 88) to Jon Richard Theissen Nov.
6, 1993, in Laredo.

David Stuart (JD 86) to Cathy
Foreman Sept. 25, 1993, in San
Antonio.
Katherine Braden (BBA 87) to Y.
Terrance Staton June 26, 1993, in
Sweetwater, Texas.
Angel Marie Escareno (BBA 87)

to John Mont Sagely Dec. 24, 1993, in
Fort Smith, Ark.
Kimberly Lynn Gott (JD 88) to
Carl Henry Judin III Dec. 11, 1993, in
Dallas.

Dorothy Bernice Kearney (BA
89) to Robert Edward Luna Nov. 6,
1993, in San Antonio.

Nathan Aug. 21, 1993, in San
Antonio.

Ramon Omar Cantu (BS 90) to
Danette Rose Glueck (BA 92) Oct.
31, 1993, in Mentz, Texas.

Anna C. Stewart (BA 90) to
Carlos X. Villarreal May 8, 1993, in
Dallas.
Rudy V. Torres Jr. (BBA 90) to
Anna Mary Gordon Jan. 1, 1994, in
San Antonio.
Roderick Paul Wright Jr. (BBA

91) to Rebecca Ruth Hernandez (BS
92) July 24, 1993, in San Antonio.
Amy Ahrens (JD 93) to David
Geistweidt Oct. 2, 1993, in
Fredericksburg, Texas.
Stephanie Ramos (BA 93) to
James David Williams Jan. 1, 1994, in
San Antonio.

BIRTHS
Thomas Mark born to Kisha Marie
and Joseph P. Dante (BA 82) June
15, 1993.
Adam Jose born to Joe A. Aguirre
(BBA 85, MBA 92) and Dr. Alicia
Hinojosa-Aguirre (BA 85) May 8,
1993.
Michael Andrew born to Felicia
and Kenneth Pratt (BA 85) Nov. 14,
1993.
Kathleen Jill born to Jill and
Patrick Strauss (BA 85) June 29,
1993.
Austin Alexander born to Richard
R. (BBA 86) and Brenda K. Valls
(BBA 86) Nov. 2, 1993.
Mary Elise born to Charlie (BS 88)
and Shari (BA 86) Biediger May 6,
1993.
Collin Andrew born to Lorrie
Flores (MA 87) and James Parise
March 2, 1993.
Nicole Taylor born to Felisa R.
Briseno (BA 89) and Michael Landez
Oct. 17, 1993.
Valerie Michelle born to James L
and Patricia A. Gomez (BA 90) Dec.
3, 1993.

IN MEMORIAM
Raymond C. Sauer (BSC 36), San

Antonio, died Jan. 19, 1993.

Russell George Weichlein (BS

39), San Antonio, died Nov. 7, 1993.
Sam M. Gonzales (BBA 48),

Jackson, Miss., died Oct. 24, 1993.
Donald D. King (CL 50), San
Antonio, died Sept. 24, 1993.
Robert Rast (CL 50), San
Antonio, died Dec. 17, 1992.
Judge Thomas L. Clinton (JD
51), Lubbock, Texas, died Dec. 11,
1993.

Thomas Joseph Pape (BA 51),

San Antonio, died Aug. 29, 1993.

Mary Louise Murray (JD 52), San

Antonio, died Sept. 24, 1993.

Dustin Vernon Richards (BBA

53), Laredo, died Sept. 24, 1993.
Robert Williams (BBA 53), San
Antonio, died Dec. 12, 1992.

Raymond V. Klar (CL 56), San

Antonio, died Jan. 2, 1994.

Sister Mary Teresa Martin (BA

58), San Antonio, died Jan. 2, 1994.

Dennis M. Bowen, Sr. (BBA 64),
San Antonio, died Jan. 9, 1994.
Jean G. Wittliff (BA 65), San
Antonio, died Feb. 8, 1993.

Joseph Edward Brodigan (BA 66),

San Antonio, died Nov. 16, 1993.

Monsignor Erwin A. Juraschek
(MA 72), San Antonio, died Jan. 26,

1994.

Elaine Hildegarde Moeller (MA

72), Victoria, Texas, died Nov. 2,

1993.

Annie A. Williams (BA 72), New
Market, Tenn., died Oct. 20, 1993.

Bonnie Jean Lincoln Raby (BBA
73), San Antonio, died Nov. 11,
1993.

Sister Serena Stewart (MA 83),

Crystal City, Texas, died Oct. 1, 1993.

CORRECTION
Javier Oliva (MS 87, JD 90), San
Antonio, was incorrectly identified as
an instructor of law at St. Mary's
University in the fall issue of Gold &
Blue. He teaches at the University of
Texas at San Antonio.
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